We report the observation of the first six subharmonic resonances of the Rabi frequency in the absorption of a 100% amplitude-modulated laser beam by a two-level atom. The amplitude-modulated field is formed by combining two separate cw lasers; one is held fixed in frequency, and the other, of equal amplitude, is scanned in frequency. We present data and theory for several values of the detuning between the fixed field and the atomic resonance. The experimental results are in good agreement with theory.
INTRODUCTION
The interaction of a strong bichromatic field with a twolevel atomic transition is fundamental to a number of research disciplines, including nonlinear optics, quantum optics, and laser theory. When the two field components are mutually coherent, we may equivalently describe the field as being 100% amplitude modulated (AM). The atomic variables exhibit resonant behavior when the modulation frequency is approximately equal to the Rabi frequency or any subharmonic of the Rabi frequency. There have been numerous theoretical and experimental studies of the interaction of both single-mode fields and strongly modulated multimode fields with two-level atoms.'' 6 Here we present the results of an experiment using a new technique to study the absorption of a field that is 100% AM by a two-level atom. In this technique the Rabi frequency is held fixed and the modulation frequency is varied. This method provides much better resolution of the higher subharmonic resonances than does the conventional technique of keeping the modulation frequency fixed and varying the Rabi frequency.
These subharmonic resonances show up in other contexts. Agarwal showed that they occur in the Raman effect 7 and that the generation of squeezed states of the phase of the field is possible in multiwave mixing at the subharmonic Rabi resonances.' 8 The interaction of strong bichromatic fields with atomic media has also been related to various laser instabilities. Hillman et al.19 20 and Stroud et al. 2 ' found that a dye laser operating at more than 1.5 times above threshold is unstable for singlefrequency operation and will switch to bichromatic operation. Feldman and Feld 7 showed that single-mode gas lasers exhibit the subharmonic structure mentioned above, which is indicative of the presence of a bichromatic field. These subharmonic resonances may also provide the necessary mechanism that induces the perioddoubling bifurcations and the eventual chaotic behavior that has been observed in inhomogeneously broadened lasers. 8 Similar effects were observed in rf spectroscopy. Bonch-Bruevich et al. 9 used two strong rf fields tuned to a Zeeman resonance in cadmium. Spontaneous emission that is important to optical-frequency experiments is effectively absent in rf spectroscopy. The method used in the Bonch-Bruevich experiment is the rf analog of that used in the current optical experiment.
THEORY
The experiment was performed by keeping one strong field fixed in frequency while another field of equal amplitude was tuned. Although there have been a number of publications of theories of the interaction of a bichromatic field with a two-level atom, none has been carried out in a framework appropriate to describe this experimental situation. We quickly review the theory in a form appropriate for our present needs.
The fields in this experiment were circularly polarized and coupled only two particular hyperfine levels. Because only these two levels were involved, polarization properties were not important in the dynamics, and we can write the total field % in the scalar form V(t) = 2E, cos(cot) + 2E 2 cos[(cl + 8)t + 0]. (1) Here the amplitudes of the fixed and tuned fields are El and E 2 , respectively. The phase between the oscillations of the two fields at time t = 0 is 0. The beat frequency between the two optical fields is co, which is twice the modulation frequency of the 100%-AM field described by Eq. (1). Simple trigonometric manipulations allow us to write Eq. (1) as
where
E"(t) = E 2 sin(8ct + 0).
The components of the total electric field that are in phase and in quadrature to a frame rotating at the frequency of the fixed field at frequency co, are E'(t) and E"(t), respectively.
The optical Bloch equations model the response of a two-level atom coherently driven by an optical field. 22 In the rotating frame of the red-shifted laser wl, the optical Bloch equations are 
The frequency difference between the two atomic levels is coo, while the dipole-moment matrix element between them is d. The detuning of the fixed field from atomic resonance is denoted by A. The relaxation times of the atomic inversion and polarization are T, and T 2 , respectively. The slowly varying amplitude of the in-phase and in-quadrature parts of the dipole moment are u and v, respectively. The inversion of the two-level atom is w, and Weq is the value to which the inversion decays in the absence of a field. The coefficients in the system of differential equations in Eq. (5) are periodic in time.
According to Floquet's theorem 23 the stationary-state solution can be expanded as a Fourier series in terms of the fundamental frequency of the system. In other words, the stationary-state solution can be written as
w(t)
-LwnBy substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (5), we obtain the following recurrence relations: We solve this three-term matrix recurrence relation by using matrix continued fractions. 2 425 The details of the calculation are outlined in Appendix A. The timeaveraged atomic inversion w 0 is given by the third component of the (AO vector in Eq. (A14). The absorption of the bichromatic field can be written as the time-averaged product of the electric field and the time rate of change of the polarization, (12) \h dt time t where the complex polarization is given by (13) and Qk and O denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively. In the time average we have first averaged over the optical period and then over a period of the beat frequency between the two optical fields. We also used the fact that u(t) and v(t) are real variables, and therefore their Fourier transforms are Hermitian (i.e., Un = u-n* and Vn = v-n*). From Eq. (8c), with n = 0, we get an expression for the time-averaged inversion of the atoms:
A comparison of Eqs. (13) and (14) shows that there is a relation between the rate of absorption by a two-level atom in the presence of a 100%-AM field and the timeaveraged inversion, wo.
In the experiment the fluorescence from the excited atoms is measured. In the steady state the rate of absorption is exactly equal to the rate of fluorescence. The rate of fluorescence is proportional to the time-averaged excited-state population, peO, which can be directly written in terms of w 0 ,
are the Rabi frequencies of the two fields, and the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. The Kronecker 8 function is nO. The above recurrence relations can be written in matrix form:
We show the dependence on the beat frequency 8cw explicity in Eq. (15) to emphasize that 5(o is the independent quantity in our experiment. A plot of Eq. (15) is shown in Fig. 1(a) . In this figure and throughout the remainder of the paper we scale the various frequencies by multiplying them by T 2 . In the case of the sodium D lines the radiative damping time of the polarization is given by T 2 = 2 x T, = 33 ns. This curve is quite complicated, and it shows several resonances in the absorption spectrum of the bichromatic field. The nature of these resonances is better understood in the symmetric problem, for which the center of the 100%-AM field is positioned on resonance with the atoms, and both fields are swept simultaneously, symmetrically about their center frequency. 2, 20 The inversion is coherently driven to oscillate at the Rabi frequency. Maximum absorption occurs when the field is modulated at the same frequency as this oscillation. A secondary maximum occurs when the field is modulated at one half of the rate at which the inversion oscillates. Additional resonances occur at the other subharmonics of the Rabi frequency. The behavior of this interaction has been compared with that of a swing that is pushed every nth round trip 20 or of an anharmonic oscillator that is driven every nth cycle of its natural frequency."
The quantity measured directly in the experiment, as is described in more detail in Section 3, is the difference be- tween the time-averaged excited-state population in the presence of the bichromatic field, peo(83W), and that when just the fixed field El is present, Pe. The steady-state excited-state population of a two-level atom in the presence of a single field is easily derived from Eq. (5) by setting E 2 = 50 = 0 = 0: (16) where I, is the dimensionless intensity associated with the fixed field El and is given by
The signal that we measure in the laboratory is then best described by the differential quantity
The advantage of looking at the differential quantity Fig. 1(a) . The large dc signal produced by the saturation by a single field, the fixed field, has been removed in Pdiff( 8 W). Thus the differential signal can be used to zoom into the interesting resonant structure of the absorption under bichromatic excitation. This point is also discussed in Section 3 in more detail.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The 100%-AM optical field is created by interferometrically combining the output beams from two independent frequency-stabilized dye lasers. The output from one port of the beam splitter (Fig. 2) is used to excite the atoms in the sodium atomic beam, whereas the beam from the other port of the beam splitter is used for analysis. The relative intensity of the two laser beams is adjusted so that the signal produced when they are combined on a fast photodiode is 100% AM. The modulation frequency in this case is actually one half of the heterodyne difference frequency between the two lasers. The sodium atomic beam is collimated by two 0.4-mm pinholes separated by 40 cm. This arrangement of the pinholes, together with an oven temperature of 350'C, defines an atomic beam with a residual Doppler broadening of 1-2 MHz. For more details on the atomic beam setup see Refs. 11 and 12. A two-level system was obtained by pumping the population into the aligned magnetic sublevels. 2 6 To obtain the response of the atoms as a function of the heterodyne frequency, we collected the fluorescence emitted from atoms excited by the bichromatic optical field. As is indicated in Section 2, the magnitude of the absorption of the bichromatic field is proportional to the time-averaged excited-state population, which itself is proportional to the time-averaged fluorescent intensity. Therefore the time-averaged fluorescent intensity is measured in order to measure the AM absorption spectrum. The collection of fluorescent emission is a signal-limited detection scheme, which is greatly preferable to measuring the small amount of absorption of light from the excitation beam.
To improve the signal-to-noise ratio further, we chopped the beam from the frequency-scanning laser at 90 kHz by The resulting electrical signal was fed into the lock-in amplifier (EGG 5210). The signal out of the lock-in amplifier was proportional to the difference between the fluorescent intensity emitted from the atoms excited by the total 100%-AM field and the fluorescent intensity emitted by atoms excited by only the fixed-frequency laser. This lock-in technique eliminates the large dc portion of the signal and permits direct measurement of the signal, as is shown in Fig. 1(b) . using an Intra-action Model AFD 402 acousto-optic modulator driven by a Wavetek 188 signal generator. Because the chop frequency is much slower than the spontaneous decay rate for the 3 2 S 1 / 2 -3 2 P 3 / 2 transition in sodium, the fluorescent intensity measured by the photomultiplier adiabatically followed the amplitude modulation.
The photomultiplier signal was amplified by an optical amplification circuit capable of following the audio chop frequency but too slow to follow the rf heterodyne frequency or most of the photomultiplier tube shot noise. Two frequency-stabilized lasers are employed in these experiments. The fixed-frequency laser is a home-built laser that is locked by a closed-loop servo to a pressurescanned, thermally stabilized confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer. This laser has less than 2-MHz excursion over 5 min. The second dye laser is a Coherent Model 699 dye laser. The operating frequency of this laser tends to drift over 5 MHz or so on a time scale of 1 min. To resolve five subharmonics, we needed to measure the modulation frequency to an accuracy of approximately 1 MHz. We were able to do this despite the drifting of the two lasers by using an rf spectrum analyzer and a transient digitizer to measure simultaneously the differential fluorescence signal from the lock-in amplifier and the heterodyne beat frequency from a photodiode illuminated by the two lasers. The drifting of the lasers then acted to scan the modulation frequency by a measured amount. The frequency range was divided into a series of bins, and the differential fluorescence value was placed into the appropriate computer bin.
For each value of fixed laser detuning a spectrum was recorded for modulation frequencies ranging from 10 to 250 MHz. The computer controlled the frequency of the scanning laser with an analog voltage. At each frequency setting of the scanning laser the computer recorded 20 realizations of the actual modulation frequency and the corresponding differential fluorescence signal measured by the lock-in detection system.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We collected data with the fixed field on resonance with the atomic transition and for several other values of detuning. In Figs. 3-5 we show the differential timeaveraged fluorescent signal from the lock-in amplifier as a function of the heterodyne frequency difference, Bo, between the two fields. In the same plots we also present the best theoretical fit to the data (solid curves). The theory presented in Section 2 had to be extended to take into account Doppler broadening and Gaussian beam averaging over the transverse profiles of the two laser beams.
The most significant averaging effect was found to be the residual Doppler broadening, which occurred because the combined laser fields as well as the atomic beam were not perfectly collimated at the interaction region. Also, Gaussian beam averaging was important. Both effects were easily modeled but not easily directly measured, so we used these widths as well as the fluorescence collection efficiency as fitting parameters in a simulated annealing fitting routine.
We found that the simulated annealing 27 28 is highly efficient for fitting the experimental results as shown in Figs. 3-5 . By using this method, we found that the dimensionless Rabi frequency in our experiment was fIT 2 = 23 except for the case of Fig. 4 for AT 2 = 6, for which the intensity was lowered, and the best fit to the data gave us flT 2 = 16.7. For all six detuning cases the width of the residual Doppler broadening was 2.5T 2 , which is in excellent agreement with its expected value. The width of the intensity averaging was of the order of 20% of the mean intensity used in each case. Note that the data shown in all our plots is the raw data as taken from the lock-in amplifier. When the signal becomes positive, it means that the response of the atoms is greater for the combined field than it is for a single field.
In the case of Fig. 4 (b), for AT 2 = 3.6, the fixed field is positioned 18 MHz to the red side of atomic resonance. We obtained the best results for this detuning with regard to resolving subharmonic resonances. This is because in this case the center frequency of the resulting bichromatic field is situated close to atomic resonance for a wider range of heterodyne frequencies. The bichromatic field then interacts more strongly with the atoms, and the subharmonic structure of the atomic response becomes more prominent. At the same time the fixed field is not resonantly exciting the other two transitions in the D 2 line of sodium, which lie 60 and 95 MHz to the red of the atomic resonance.
In Fig. 5 we enlarge the scale for the data with the most structure, the detuned case with AT 2 = 3.6. One can clearly resolve as many as six peaks in the response of the atoms. Also, the frequency binning, which is done by the spectrum analyzer as discussed in Section 3, becomes quite clear.
In Figs. 3 and 4 the higher-frequency part of the data fits better to the theory for the cases of the blue-shifted detunings than those for the red-shifted detunings. We believe that the reason is optical pumping. Our theory assumes that we have a closed two-level atomic system. The optically pumped atoms are to a good approximation two-level atoms, but there is some leakage out of the system. The leakage is larger when the fields are tuned closer to the red side of resonance, because there are competing nearby transitions on that side.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented both theoretical and experimental studies of the time-averaged absorption of a 100%-AM field by a closed two-level atomic system. This is the first time to our knowledge that the absorption of a strong bichromatic field has been studied in the optical regime as a function of the modulation frequency. In our experiment we used two independent frequency-stabilized lasers. One laser was fixed in frequency, and the response of the atoms was monitored as the other laser was swept in frequency. Using a lock-in detection technique AT = 3.6 2 and taking data at time scales shorter than the long-term frequency jitter of the combined laser fields enabled us to improve the frequency resolution to the point that we were able to resolve as many as six subharmonic resonances in the absorption spectrum of the two-level atoms. We also studied the absorption for different detunings between the fixed laser field and atomic resonance. Our data are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. In calculating the theoretical best fits to our data, we have incorporated experimental complications such as intensity averaging and residual Doppler broadening.
We have demonstrated the complicated absorption structure that a bichromatic field exhibits when it interacts with a two-level atomic system. Subharmonic resonances of the Rabi frequency occur because of the coherent nonlinear interaction of the two strong fields with the atoms. We have also demonstrated a technique that provides greatly enhanced resolution in modulation spectroscopy.
where I stands for the 3 X 3 identity matrix. If we continue this iterative method in a similar fashion until we reach the relation for n = 1, we get 
Repeating the same procedure, starting with n = -N, until we reach n -1, we get
Again we can identify everything to the left of (Po in Eq. ( 
The main assumption for obtaining a solution to Eq. (Al) is the truncation of the infinite system at a very large index n; i.e., we set On = 0 for n Ž N. The procedure then consists of the iterative elimination of On, An-i, and so on. Practically, N must be chosen to be so large that the On of interest are independent of the truncation index N This assumption makes sense, since the higherorder components of On must become less significant if the Fourier series in Eqs. (7) are to converge and the rotatingwave approximation is to remain valid.
Under this assumption the recurrence relation, Eq. (Al), for n = N can be written as Because 00 does not depend on 0, we set 0 = 0 in all the numerical calculations of this work.
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